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Abstract. In Avionics, Helmet Mounted Display (HMD) is used by the pilot to display
the synchronized view of the external environment and the vital parameters related to the
aircraft on the visor. For perfect synchronization of the view on the visor, it is necessary that
the coordinates of the external environment, as well as the coordinates of the head movement
of the pilot, should be synchronized. To locate the coordinates of the pilots head motion, the
process known as Head Tracking plays an important role. Head tracking can be performed
using different tracking techniques such as Optical tracking, Magnetic tracking or Inertial
tracking. In this paper, a six-degrees-of-freedom (6-DoF) magnetic motion tracking device
(Polhemus PatriotTM ) is used to acquire the coordinates of the pilot’s head movement in real
time on the simulator bed. During acquisition process by the tracker, the data may get missed
due to magnetic field interference caused by ferromagnetism. For this, a Self-Healing Neural
Model (SHNM) is employed to predict the missed data. The data used for the recovery has
5200 6-DoF samples of the head movement. SHNM yields more than 85% of accuracy to
predict the three different sets of missing data. The accuracy of the predicted data by the
proposed model is compared with the Back Propagation Neural Network (BPNN) model and
it has been observed that accuracy achieved by the SHNM model is better than the BPNN
model
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Introduction

In avionics, Helmet Mounted Display (HMD) is an important device to deliver the feedback
regarding the aircraft flight control system as well as the external environmental factors. The
HMD can allow the pilot to acquire more situational awareness and can also help the weapon
system of the plane in setting the target in accordance with the direction of the head of the pilot.
To get the proper view in the visor of HMD it is necessary that tracking of the head of the pilot
should be nearly accurate. Head tracking is a pivotal part of HMD [26, 28] used in aviation and
Virtual Reality (VR) used in flight simulators. Tracking is the process of synchronizing the coordinates of the environmental scene (both with and without moving objects) in real time. Various
techniques can be utilized for pose estimation of the head such as Electromagnetic Tracking [20],
Inertial Tracking [9] and Optical Tracking [13]. The 6-DoF data acquired in all the techniques is
a combination of positional (Coordinates of X-axis, Y-axis, and Z-axis) and angular (Yaw angle,
Pitch angle and Roll angle) as shown in the Table 1. Electromagnetic tracking employs the use
of electromagnetic field [12, 14] generated by the transmitting coil and the electromagnetic disturbance produced due to change in slight head position is detected by the sensing coils placed
on the helmet/head of the pilot. An inertial tracker involves a set of three orthogonal accelerometers and gyro sensors fixed to the head of the pilot. The orientation of the head is computed
by integrating the outputs of the gyro sensors. The outputs of the gyro sensors are proportional
to the angular velocity about each axis. The positional coordinates of the head are computed by
double integrating the outputs of the accelerometers by using their predetermined orientations.
In an optical tracking technique, the head of the pilot is equipped with retro-reflective markers
which reflect the incoming infrared light back to the camera [24]. The camera detects the infrared
reflections which are further processed by the optical system internally. The internal system of
the optical tracker calculates the 2D marker position in image coordinates.
Head tracking has various applications apart from avionics. HMD equipped with head tracker
can be used in teleoperation of search and rescue robot, where camera embedded onboard in the
robot follow the head movements of the operator to control the motion of the robot thus rendering
immersive sensation to the operator [15]. An interface is proposed where the HMD is used in telesurveillance using an Unmanned Air Vehicle (UAV). Head tracking is used to pilot the blimp by
controlling it through head’s movement. A vibrotactile belt is also used to experience the effect
of wind increasing the feeling of telepresence [23]. The head tracking is also used to control the
movements of an AIBOs robot camera. The orientation of an AIBO’s camera can be controlled
through the head pose of the operator. This application also lead to the generation of panoramic
images from overlapping snapshots captured by AIBO’s robot camera [7]. Head tracking is also
used to design the driver assistance system to understand the driver’s focus of attention during
driving. This can help in avoiding the automotive collision caused due to driver distraction and
negligence during driving. For this Hybrid Head Orientation and Position Estimation (HyHOPE)
system is designed using a single video camera and a 3D tracking algorithm to track the 3D
motion of the driver’s head [17]. For simulation purpose, a simulator bed with multiple GUI
monitors can be designed in which a methodology can allow a user to operate all the monitors by
combining mouse input and head tracking. The user can select the particular monitor by moving
the head, allowing the user to carry out seamless simulations [1].
For all these applications the coordinates of the head must be acquired correctly. Every
tracking technology has some limitations. The operation of an optical tracker is dependent on
line of sight, which means if an occlusion occurs the acquisition of coordinates of the head
may get missed. Similarly, due to drift errors, an inertial tracker may suffer from improper
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data acquisition which may lead to the missing data. In the case of electromagnetic tracking,
ferromagnetism causes the inaccurate head tracking.
To overcome the problems arising in different tracking technologies, hybrid tracking technology can be used in which multiple tracking technologies can be coupled. The accuracy of the
head tracking will increase but this approach can increase the cost of tracking. Alternatively, a
neural approach can be proposed to recover the missing data which will help to track the head
more accurately.
In this paper, a magnetic tracker is used to track the head movements of the pilot. The
tracking accuracy of the magnetic tracker can get degraded as the coordinates of the head to be
acquired may get missed due to the presence of ferromagnetism. To eradicate this problem the
missing data is recovered using SHNM. Apart from the application of head tracking in aviation,
it can also be used in flight simulation, as training in flight simulator can be more productive and
efficient than airborne training. For that, the cost of the magnetic tracker can be compromised by
using the low magnetic field range trackers. Also, the low field magnetic tracker will get affected
highly by low ferromagnetism present in the environment which can lead to the missing data and
will reduce the tracking accuracy of the magnetic tracker [29]. The missing data occurred due
to even low ferromagnetism can be recovered by using SHNM. This can help to build nearly a
perfect low-cost flight simulator to make the pilot aware of the process of head tracking even in
situations that would be impractical for airborne training. This model can also be used to recover
missing data from other tracking technologies like optical and inertial tracking. The accuracy
obtained by SHNM is also compared with BPNN, as it is relatively simple to implement and the
mathematical formula present in the algorithm of the BPNN can be commonly applied to any
network. The main objectives of the paper can be summed up below
• Acquisition of 6-DoF data of the head motion using Polhemus PatriotTM magnetic tracker on
the simulator bed.
• Application of SHNM on the data set containing missing data which could be occurred due
to ferromagnetism or any other kind of magnetic interference.
• Computation of accuracy of the recovered data by SHNM through supervised learning and
comparing the obtained accuracy with BPNN.

1.1.

Problem Statement

To give the better training outcome it is believed that 6-DoF based head tracking based
simulation can give the pilot more reliability to flight control operations and response of aircraft
to the control inputs and various external forces. In magnetic head tracking there can be various
kinds of magnetic interferences which can lead to inaccurate computation of coordinates of the
head of the pilot to be trained. The data acquired by the magnetic tracker can be missed mainly
due to ferromagnetism present in cockpit due to various electrical and metallic appliances.

1.2.

Our Contribution

The missing data occurred due to ferromagnetism can be recovered up to a considerable
extent using self-healing neural model. In this paper, a system is proposed to predict the missing
data to ensure the correct and accurate tracking of the head of the pilot. This can also help to
construct a low-cost flight simulator for flight training purpose.
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The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In section 2 related work is discussed.
Background of the self-healing neural model is discussed in section 3. In section 4 proposed
approach is discussed. Section 5 is comprised of performance evaluation of the proposed system.
Section 6 presents the open issues of recovering data using other tracking technologies. Finally,
section 7 concludes the paper.

2.

Related work

Various methods of head tracking are present, but very less emphasis is laid to eradicate the
problems arising due to missing data [4, 8, 16]. Ribo et al. devised a method of optical tracking
which emphasized on accuracy, jitter, and prediction. The main part of their work was calibration
process and blob detection (specific Infrared detection) [22]. Rae and Ritter used the artificial
neural network to recognize head orientation. They employed three neural networks: one for
color segmentation, second for localization of the face and third for recognition of the head
orientation without using infrared detectors or retro-reflectors [21]. Asteriadis et al. used convolutional neural networks for face tracking and head pose estimation, and also image processing
was involved rather than the infrared optical tracking [2]. Bauer et al. proposed a model for predicting target registration error accuracy by using different kinds of error propagation rules [3].
Hagedorn et al. described a method for calibration of tracking technique through electromagnetic method. Both positional and orientation errors were induced using different interpolation
methods [10].He et al. developed a hybrid tracking system using an optical tracker and inertial
tracker. They improved the accuracy of tracking system during occlusion, where inertial tracker
tracks the head due to the failure of an optical tracker [11].
Table 1.: Description of the movements of head
Information
Forward and backward translational coordinate of the
X
pilots head
Left and right translational coordinate of
Y
the pilots head
Up and down translational coordinate of the
Z
pilots head
Rotational coordinate of the pilots head along
Yaw
Z-axis
Rotational coordinate of the pilots head along
Pitch
Y-axis
Rotational coordinate of the pilots head along
Roll
X-axis
DoF

In these related works of head tracking, no method related to the recovery of missing or corrupted 6-DoF data is discussed. In this paper, due to no problem of occlusion and high update
rate, magnetic tracker (Polhemus PatriotTM ) is used, to acquire the data of head movement. A
set of transmitting and sensing coils is used in the magnetic tracker [27]. Transmitter end is stationary and sensing coil is fixed on the of the pilot’s head. The detail of the setup is discussed in
the Figure 1. A number of sensing coils can be 1-3. But due to the presence of ferromagnetism
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Fig. 1.: Experimental description of magnetic head tracking and SFNM process for missing data prediction.
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Fig. 2.: Flowchart of data recovery in the proposed approach

and metal conduction arising due to movable seats, instruments panel, overhead panel and side
consoles in the cockpit, a substantial amount of interference is created. This hinders the acquisition of 6-DoF data of pilots head through the magnetic tracker, which may lead to the missing
values of the 6-DoF data [6]. We will discuss the prediction of missing data using Self Healing
Neural Model (SFNM) [25]. Results of SHNM are also compared with the results obtained by
BPNN [5, 18].

3.

Background of Self Healing Neural Model

Self-healing neural model was proposed by Sharma et al. [25] in which they recovered the
failed UAVs in a network environment. This method provided the stabilized state with high
accuracy and lesser errors during recovery in case of network failures among the UAVs. The
methodology utilized in this paper provides the possibility to validate the recovery [19, 30]of
missing values in the magnetic head tracking system using the SHNM. It provides the facility
of using Dummy Neurons [25] for the missing values whereas the other neural models do not
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explicitly deal with recovery of missing values. A healing function SH is used which is given by
the Equation 1 [25].
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where k is the total number of instances in the data set, ST is the size of the whole data set,
W is denoted as weight of the neural network, Wa is the average weight, N is total available
correct instances in the data set, and E is the number of missing instances in the data set. Time
constraint is eliminated from the equation applied in the proposed system 1 unlike used in SHNM.
The working of internal model of SHNM and further explanation can be obtained from [25].

4.

Proposed Approach

The system setup for this work comprised of cockpit simulator, Polhemus PatriotTM magnetic
tracker operating at 4 watts, 100-240 VAC under 10◦ - 40◦ temperature. The interface of the
magnetic tracker is USB 2.0 or RS-232. The physical dimensions of the tracker are 6.75 in (17.1
cm) L x 6.25 in (15.9 cm) W x 1.75 in (4.4 cm) H. The system is easy to set up and simple to
use, but it is capable of performing all the complex calculations that provide both position and
orientation data of the head of the pilot on the simulator bed. Dell Inspiron 15 5000 series is used
for data acquisition operating under Microsoft Windows 10. The proposed system is described
in the Figure 1. Polhemus PatriotTM magnetic tracker acts as a source to generate the magnetic
field. Change in magnetic field is detected by the sensors, which can be varied in number from 13 and are embedded in the head of the pilot to get the position and orientation coordinates of the
head. The 6-DoF data is collected as the head posture of the pilot is varied in different directions

X
0.9
1
0.9
1
1.2
1.1
1
1
1
1

Table 2.: Sample Data Set
Y
Z
Yaw Pitch
0.6
0.51 -5.8 0.6
0.6
0.51 -5.8 0.6
0.6
0.51 -5.8 0.62
0.62 0.51 -5.8 0.69
0.6
0.53 -5.8 0.67
0.61 0.52 -5.5 0.6
0.6
0.5
-5
0.6
0.6
0.54 -5.2 0.64
0.4
0.49 -4.4 0.6
0.4
0.49 -4.4 0.62

Roll
-1.1
-1.1
-1.1
-1.21
-1.05
-1.1
-1.2
-1.3
-1.2
-1.2

and angles. The data acquired in this work has total 5200 instances. Each instance represents the
particular position and orientation of the pilot’s head. Sample data of the whole dataset used in
this work has been shown in Table 2. The available data of 5200 instances including missing data
acts as an input for the SHNM. The available data set is then checked for the number of missing
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instances present. After exploration of the missing data, the missing instances present in the
available data are recovered using SHNM. The missing data set can be constructed by inducing
the deliberate magnetic field disturbance or by turning off the sensor for a particular instant of
time. The recovery process of missing data is ensured by the each iteration carried by SHNM
to recover the each instance of missing data. After recovery, the data is analyzed for correctness
and validation using supervised learning. Accuracy of the recovered data against actual data is
computed in the final step. The threshold for the proposed system to compute the accuracy can
be assumed on the basis of average of self-healing cost over the available data set [25]. As it
is observed through simulations that threshold range from 0.5 to 1 yields the best results, hence
0.8 threshold value is used to compute the accuracy. The process of recovery of missing data is
described in Figure 2. Due to interference in the magnetic field caused by ferromagnetism, the
data acquisition may miss some coordinates of pilot’s head position for a short duration. Due
to this, the performance of HMD may degrade due to failure in estimating exact coordinates
of the head movements. So, the data which was not recorded at the instant when the tracker
malfunctioned due to field interference can be recovered using SHNM.
Table 3.: Accuracy comparison of SHNM with BPNN with different percentage of missing data
Accuracy of data against the
Parameters
missing percentage
Missing
10%
25%
35%
Percentage SHNM BPNN SHNM BPNN SHNM BPNN
X
89.6 % 82.1% 88.4% 83.2% 84.3% 79.8%
Y
95.1% 88.6% 91.7% 84.2% 89.5% 80.7%
Z
93.2% 86.3% 89.1% 83.3% 87.6% 80.4%
Yaw
92.2% 84.4% 89.9% 81.9% 89.3% 81.6%
Pitch
94.7% 85.4%
91%
84.3% 89.6% 82.1%
Roll
89%
80.2% 86.7% 79.8%
84%
78.6%

5.

Performance Evaluation

In this section the performance analysis of proposed approach is discussed. The analysis
is defined over both benchmark training algorithms and over individual results of proposed approach. To simulate conditions of missing data, the data set is analyzed with three sets of the
missing percentage of data as 10%, 25%, and 35%. The missing data set can be constructed by
inducing the deliberate magnetic field disturbance or turning off the sensor for a particular instant of time. Three different missing data set are constructed by turning off the sensor for three
different time instants.
The results obtained in this paper are better than other neural networks like BPNN model
as shown in the Table 3. Figure 3, 4 and 5 represents the prediction of X, Y and Z coordinates
of the pilot’s head position respectively. The figures also represent the plot of actual data and
missed data along with the predicted data. The blue line represents actual data, red represents the
missing data and the predicted data is represented by a green line. As shown in Figure 3, 4 and 5
with missing data of 35%, the SHNM model yields 84.3%, 89.5% and 87.6% accuracy of X, Y
and Z position coordinates respectively which is more than the results obtained by BPNN model.
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(a) Using SHNM

(b) Using BPNN

(c) Comparison of SHNM and BPNN

Fig. 3.: Prediction of X coordinate with 35% missing data

(a) Using SHNM

(b) Using BPNN

(c) Comparison of SHNM and BPNN

Fig. 4.: Prediction of Y coordinate with 35% missing data

For the angular coordinates Figure 6, 7 and 8 represents the prediction of Yaw, Pitch and Roll
angular coordinates of the pilot’s head position respectively. The accuracy of pilot’s head angular
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(b) Using BPNN

(c) Comparison of SHNM and BPNN

Fig. 5.: Prediction of Z coordinate with 35% missing data

(a) Using SHNM

(b) Using BPNN

(c) Comparison of SHNM and BPNN

Fig. 6.: Prediction of Yaw coordinate with 35% missing data

coordinates Yaw, Pitch and Roll computed by the SHNM is 89.3%, 89.6% and 84% respectively
which is also more than that of BPNN model.The the correctness of the proposed system is
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(a) Using SHNM

(b) Using BPNN

(c) Comparison of SHNM and BPNN

Fig. 7.: Prediction of Pitch coordinate with 35% missing data

(a) Using SHNM

(b) Using BPNN

(c) Comparison of SHNM and BPNN

Fig. 8.: Prediction of Roll coordinate with 35% missing data

validated through supervised learning. In some plots, due to high accuracy, the blue and green
lines are overlapped. Therefore, subgraphs are provided with each parameter of 6-DoF data for
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better observation of results obtain by SHNM. Accuracy of missing percentage data (10%, 25%,
and 35%) of all the 6-DoF parameters is presented in the Table 3.

6.

Open Issues

In this paper, SHNM is applied to recover the missing data generated by magnetic tracker
under the effect of ferromagnetism. The accuracy of SHNM is compared with BPNN in which
latter generates less accurate results. Apart from using SHNM to recover missing data using
the magnetic tracker, it is yet to be applied to the optical and inertial tracking. The response of
recovered data by SHNM using optical and inertial tracker is unknown.
It may be possible that using hybridized version of the tracking technologies may eradicate
the problem of missing data. But if the missing data also persists in hybrid tracking technology,
then the accuracy of the head tracking of the two or more different technologies is still an open
issue. Apart from the performance evaluation of SHNM on the hybridized tracking technology
being as an open issue, a focus is also required on data handling of the acquired 6-DoF data in
multiple tracking technologies.

7.

Conclusion

In magnetic tracking ferromagnetic interference due to eddy currents is a common problem
due to which missing data can occur which may lead to the inaccurate interpretation of coordinates of the head. This will also degrade the performance of the HMD and unsynchronized
information will be seen by the pilot in HMD. To eradicate this problem the issue of missing data
should be eradicated. In this paper, a system using SHNM to predict the missing data from the
magnetic tracker is proposed. Set of data acquired by the magnetic tracker is positional (X, Y,
and Z) and rotational (Yaw, Pitch, and Roll) movement of the head.
The number of instances recorded in this paper is 5200. Simulation results for three different
sets 10%, 25% and 35% of missing data at a threshold value of 0.8 are obtained. The accuracy
obtained by SHNM in all cases is obtained more than 85%. The proposed approach can help
to design a low-cost flight simulator using magnetic tracking. The results obtained by using
SHNM also reveals that approximately 8% of increase in accuracy is achieved for all the 6-DoF
parameters by the proposed model as compared to the BPNN model. A detailed section on
open issues is also presented that provides insight of various issues and problems that are yet
to be resolved while recovering the missing data using different tracking technologies or their
hybridized version.
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